HAHAHAHA! HEHEHE!

**Senty: Amateur Sleuth**

**The Twins: Jerks**

**Oh no! Someone shot my knife out of my hand. Such aim! Such style! It must be...**

**Noir Peril!**

**Party's over, kids. Let him go.**

**Peril: Sexy Sleuth**

**Damn you, Noir Peril! Why do you always ruin our fun?**

**Just take him! Come on, hope. Let's go to the speakeasy.**

**Senty, you're such a fool. Just leave detective things to me.**

**You fool, you foolish fool.**

**You handsome Fool...**

**His hand moved up and...**

**In her...**

**What? Moist gross love pudding.**

**That's not a safe use of a pistol...**

**The Revengers: Room Invaders**